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Abstract
Distributed in-memory storage systems are crucial for meeting the low latency requirements of modern datacenter services. However, they lose all state on failure, so recovery is expensive and data loss is always a risk. Persistent memory (PM) offers the possibility of building fast, persistent in-memory storage; however, existing PM systems are built from scratch or require heavy modification of existing systems. To rectify these problems, this paper presents Persimmon, a PM-based system that converts existing distributed in-memory storage systems into persistent, crash-consistent versions with low overhead and minimal code changes.

1 Introduction
In the past decade, distributed in-memory storage systems have become ubiquitous. Facebook and Twitter have petabytes of in-memory storage [2,75], and in-memory replicated systems such as NO Paxos [58] and TAPIR [113] can process transactions within microseconds while providing consistency and fault-tolerance. As datacenter networks become faster and kernel bypass removes OS bottlenecks, only in-memory storage systems will be able to keep up with network speeds.

Unfortunately, in-memory storage systems have a crucial drawback: their lack of durability means that failed nodes must recover from a replica or another source (e.g., a persistent back-end database), which can be extremely slow. For example, a Facebook memcached cluster can take hours to regain full capacity if repopulated from another “warm” cluster, or days if repopulated from backend storage [75]. Even worse, state can be permanently lost if all replicas crash such as in a full datacenter failure. To reduce the impact of failures, many popular in-memory systems (e.g., Redis [85], RAMCloud [76]) support persistence, but it requires additional, complex code and/or incurs high performance overhead.

Persistent memory (PM) offers a promising solution for in-memory services. It is durable, offers performance close to DRAM, and is increasingly available in large sizes. However, PM systems require crash consistency [7,57,71,79] (i.e., no system invariants are violated on a crash), which is complicated and expensive to enforce. Maintaining crash consistency requires that operations are failure-atomic [45]; for example, on crashes, an operation’s deallocations and pointer updates must either atomically succeed or fail to avoid violating the invariant that pointers do not point to deallocated memory.

To ensure failure atomicity, PM systems must carefully flush volatile CPU state at specific times and possibly use write-ahead logging or other techniques to correctly recover from failures. These added flushes and writes impose significant overhead. As a result, most existing PM storage systems are carefully written from scratch for correctness and performance; even then, none can achieve the performance of today’s in-memory systems. Recent work, like RECIPE [57] and MOD [39], aim to reduce application complexity by converting existing data structures to persistence on PM; however, because they exploit certain data structure properties (e.g., non-blocking synchronization), they are not suited to all in-memory storage systems.

This paper aims to let existing in-memory storage systems more easily reap the benefits of persistent memory. We make the key observation that distributed systems are typically designed as RPC-processing state machines. State machines are an ideal abstraction for PM because: (1) they encapsulate application state for recovery; (2) their operations offer clear failure-atomic regions; and (3) their state can be recreated at any time by re-executing operations.

Based on this insight, we present Persimmon, a PM-based system that converts existing in-memory distributed storage systems into durable, crash-consistent versions with low overhead and minimal code changes. Persimmon offers a new abstraction for building PM applications: persistent state machines (PSM). PSMs offer a simple guarantee: once an operation on the PSM returns, its side-effects on the PSM will never be lost. PSM operations are also failure-atomic: if the operation did not return before a crash, either the entire operation will be applied after the crash or none of it. PSMs can run arbitrary application code; however, like other state machines (e.g., replicated state machines), PSM operations must not have external dependencies (e.g., they cannot open file
descriptors), must be deterministic, and are executed sequentially. As a result, Persimmon does not support multi-threaded applications that apply operations concurrently.

To minimize the performance overhead of accessing PM on the request processing path, Persimmon keeps two state machine copies, one in DRAM and one in PM. When the application invokes a PSM operation, Persimmon first executes the operation on the DRAM copy. If the operation is read-only, Persimmon returns. If the operation is read-write, Persimmon persistently logs the operation before returning. This design limits the critical path to DRAM for read-only operations and one sequential write to PM for read-write operations; however, it requires both a DRAM and a PM state machine copy, which can be large for in-memory storage systems.

On failure, Persimmon can recover the PSM by replaying the persistent log. However, to minimize recovery time, Persimmon asynchronously keeps the persistent state machine snapshot in PM up-to-date. The state machine abstraction lets Persimmon update the PM snapshot with a crash-consistent shadow execution of each PSM operation, which is then removed from the log. This design is crucial for large in-memory storage systems that might have terabytes of data. To recover, Persimmon simply copies the PM snapshot to DRAM, processes the remaining persistent log, and restarts the application. Our design uses a background process, which runs on another CPU, to perform the shadow execution, trading off the use of a CPU for faster recovery times.

From this description, it is clear that Persimmon minimizes the overhead of persistence on the request processing path. However, to achieve reasonable recovery times, the crash-consistent shadow execution of the log must also be efficient, so the log does not grow too large. Most of the difficult technical challenges lie in optimizing this shadow execution, and we are not aware of similar work that addresses this particular issue. Note that despite these technical challenges, using a persistent log is preferable to checkpointing for large in-memory state machines.

We use Persimmon to persist two in-memory distributed systems: Redis and TAPIR [113]. We implement both systems on Linux and with kernel-bypass networking. We evaluate Persimmon on three servers with 3 TB of Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory and found:

- On a 90% read-heavy YCSB workload, Persimmon incurs no discernible overhead to the latency and throughput of standard Redis; and near-zero latency overhead and 5% throughput overhead over kernel-bypass Redis.
- On the Retwis benchmark, Persimmon incurs no discernible latency overhead and 5%–8% throughput overhead for both standard and kernel-bypass TAPIR.

Furthermore, on gigabyte datasets, both Redis and TAPIR can recover within 15 s after a crash. Porting each application to Persimmon required less than 150 lines of code changes.

Although this paper mainly focuses on porting existing in-memory applications to PM, Persimmon also simplifies the development of future PM applications. Even with high-level libraries, like Intel’s PMDK [80], it remains difficult to write PM code that is both fast and correct. In contrast, our PSM abstraction lets programmers write state machine code targeting regular memory, then Persimmon automatically provides persistence while correctly maintaining crash consistency with low overhead. Persimmon thus offers a solution for developing new, high-performance persistent applications as easily as developing in-memory applications.

2 Persimmon Overview

This section gives an overview of Persimmon, including its design goals and API, and defines the requirements and guarantees of the persistent state machine model. Persimmon is designed for the x86-64 processor with Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory [46, 108]. We assume an underlying POSIX-based OS due to Persimmon’s use of fork; however, the design could be modified for other environments.

2.1 Design Goals

We identify three goals for Persimmon’s design.

Minimal Application Changes. Existing in-memory storage systems are highly optimized for low latency in everything from data structures to memory allocators. To maintain these optimizations and reduce programmer effort, Persimmon’s first goal is to minimize changes to existing application code.

Strong Guarantees. Reasoning about application state after a crash is difficult for PM applications [61, 62]. To simplify applications and ensure crash consistency, Persimmon’s second goal is to provide strong and clear persistence guarantees.

Good Performance. In-memory storage systems must respond to requests within microseconds, so they cannot afford the high cost of existing persistence mechanisms (e.g., logging to disk). To provide persistence with PM, Persimmon’s last goal is to impose less than a microsecond of latency overhead on in-memory systems with no persistence while also providing fast recovery times on the order of seconds.

2.2 Persimmon Persistent State Machine Model

Persimmon targets distributed systems deployed within a single datacenter that largely keep their state in memory and offer high-performance RPC processing. We assume the application state needed for recovery can be encapsulated in a persistent state machine (PSM) with the following properties:

- Does not have external dependencies. The state machine must contain no references to state outside the application process’s address space; e.g., it cannot have file descriptors or open sockets.
- Executes deterministically. Each operation executes identically every time with no dependence on external inputs (e.g., the current time, random numbers) other than the operation arguments.
- Has no external side-effects. State machine operations must perform only computation and memory allocation and de-
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Figure 1: Persistent state machine API implemented by Persimmon.
Allocation (e.g., mmap and munmap). They must not invoke code with side-effects outside the application process (e.g.,
syscalls other than memory allocation).
These properties are common to state machine abstractions,
and are required for correct shadow execution with Persim-
on. Similar to replicated state machines (RSMs), persis-
tent state machines require that operations execute sequen-
tially for determinism. Due to the popularity of RSMs in the
datacenter, we believe this requirement to be reasonable for
many applications. For applications that require concurrency,
it may be possible to apply existing techniques developed for
RSMs [52, 72]; however, we defer the exploration of these
techniques to future work.

2.3 Persimmon Persistent State Machine API
Persimmon provides a minimal application programming in-
terface through its user-level library. The Persimmon library
presents three functions to applications (Figure 1) that: (1)
initialize the persistent state machine, (2) invoke a read-write
PSM operation and (3) invoke a read-only operation. We of-
fers the third function as an optimization for RPCs that only
inspect state but do not update it, since many in-memory ap-
lications have a read-heavy workload. Programmers use the
invocation functions to call existing application functions
e.g., execution of Redis commands on Redis data structures).
Persimmon directly executes these functions on the PSM, so
they must follow the properties laid out above.
An application starts by invoking the psm_init function,
which returns a flag indicating whether the application has
just recovered from a crash. If recovered, the persistent state
machine will be returned to its state after the last completed
operation. If not in recovery, the application should initialize
the state machine by invoking an initialization operation (e.g.,
creating an empty Redis hash table) with psm_invoke_rw. The
application can then begin RPC processing. On each RPC, we
expect the application to invoke psm_invoke_rw if the RPC
updates application state that is later needed for recovery.
For correct recovery, the application must invoke the PSM
operation before responding to the RPC. For RPCs that only
access application state and do not make updates that must
later be recovered (e.g., Redis GET operations), the application
can use psm_invoke_ro for lower overhead.

2.4 Persimmon Persistent State Machine Guarantees
Persimmon ensures three guarantees for invoked PSM opera-
tions. The first applies to all invoked operations, while the
remaining two only apply to psm_invoke_rw operations.
• Linearizability. Persimmon guarantees that all state ma-
chine operations are run in a serial order and that serial
order reflects the order in which operations are submitted
to Persimmon [40].
• Durability. Persimmon guarantees that persistent, read-
write state machine operations are never lost once they re-
turn, regardless of machine failures. Operations will never
roll back and their state modifications are never lost.
• Failure Atomicity. Persimmon guarantees that state ma-
chine operations are failure-atomic. If the operation has not
returned before failure, then on recovery, the state machine
will reflect a state entirely before the operation has run or
entirely after.
While these guarantees are simple, they are sufficient to build
a crash consistent application in the face of failures. Because
each state machine operation is failure-atomic, applications
can easily maintain crash consistency by grouping updates
to related data structures into a single operation and ensuring
that no invariants are violated at the end of each operation.

3 Persimmon Runtime
Persimmon runs in two processes to support executing unmod-
ified state machine code in DRAM and, for shadow execution,
instrumented state machine code on PM. The application pro-
cess runs the application and the DRAM state machine copy,
while the shadow process runs the crash-consistent, shadow
execution of the PM state machine copy. Persimmon’s runtime
shares the application process’ address space with the rest of
the application and completely owns the shadow process.
Figure 2 summarizes Persimmon’s runtime organization.

3.1 Data Structures
To ensure fast recovery and failure atomicity for the persistent
state machine, Persimmon maintains two in-memory state
machine snapshots and the data structures listed in Table 1.
We detail the snapshots and data structures below:

- **Operation log.** Persimmon records each invoked read-write operation in the operation log. The application and shadow processes use the operation log as a shared single producer, single consumer queue.
- **DRAM state machine snapshot.** Persimmon uses this snapshot to execute state machine operations on the critical path. It is always up-to-date and is used to serve all read-only operations without persistence.
- **PM state machine snapshot.** Persimmon asynchronously updates this snapshot using shadow execution. The snapshot is up-to-date up to the end of the log.
- **Region table.** Persimmon records memory allocated by the PM state machine snapshot. The PM snapshot is managed at the granularity of PM regions, each of which is a contiguous chunk of PM backed by a file.
- **Undo log.** Persimmon uses write-ahead logging for crash-consistent shadow execution. Persimmon instruments state machine code and record every overwritten memory value in the undo log to ensure that a partially executed state machine operation can be rolled back on recovery.

As Persimmon processes state machine operations, it appends them to the operation log while the shadow process digests the log by re-executing each operation on the PM snapshot. Operations in the log represent how far the PM snapshot lags behind the DRAM snapshot. On recovery, operations in the log must be re-executed on the PM snapshot before the application can restart. We keep the log size below a fixed upper bound to ensure that the PM snapshot does not lag the DRAM snapshot by too much and require too much re-execution on recovery. Persimmon implements the operation log as a circular buffer with head and tail pointers, and assumes no operation’s arguments are larger than the log size.

### 3.2 Initialization and Normal Execution

When the application calls `psm_init`, Persimmon initializes its runtime in the following way:

1. Allocate the operation log.
2. Start the shadow process.
3. Initialize the DRAM and PM state machine snapshots.
4. Initialize the region table with PM region metadata (§3.4). 
5. Allocate the undo log as a persistent array of entries (§4.2).

As the application runs, it invokes state machine operations through Persimmon, which are recorded to the log and eventually applied to the PSM. For each operation invoked through `psm_invoke_rw`, Persimmon performs the following:

1. Executes the operation on the DRAM snapshot.
2. Persists the operation as an entry in the operation log;
3. If the operation log is full, blocks until the shadow process digests more operations, freeing up space in the log.
4. Asynchronously, the shadow process re-executes each operation in the log on the PM snapshot using crash-consistent shadow execution (§4).

For operations invoked with `psm_invoke_ro`, Persimmon skips Steps 2–4. Persimmon blocks the application if the operation log is full. This design limits recovery time but requires that the shadow execution not lag behind too much as the application runs state machine operations. As a result, if the application invokes too many read-write state machine operations at a time, Persimmon will slow application performance significantly. We explore this phenomenon in our evaluation (§7.2.1).

#### 3.3 Persimmon Shadow Process

Persimmon uses a separate process to perform shadow execution (the “shadow process”), where it switches to a dynamically instrumented version of the application for running the persistent state machine. Persimmon uses this instrumented version to manage persistent memory and ensure failure atomicity, which we discuss in §§3.4 and 4.3, respectively.

During initialization, Persimmon creates the shadow process by using `fork` to create a copy of the application process. Immediately after forking, the shadow process checkpoints itself using an existing Linux process checkpointing tool. This checkpoint conveniently stores essential process state that is orthogonal to Persimmon’s main functionality (e.g., the process ID), and serves as a “base image” on which Persimmon manages PM regions. This initialization must happen before the application sets up external dependencies (e.g., opens sockets) to avoid causing process checkpointing to fail.

After taking the checkpoint, Persimmon replaces the shadow process’s address space with persistent memory by creating a PM region for each existing application memory region. Specifically, Persimmon iterates through the existing memory regions using Linux’s `/proc/self/maps` interface. For each region, Persimmon writes its content to a new PM region.
file, \texttt{mmap}s the file into the address space over the existing region, and inserts an entry into the PM region table. We skip over read-only regions, which we assume will never become writable; the stack region, which we assume contains no persistent state (§ 4.3); and the operation log.

Finally, the shadow process begins shadow-executing state machine operations from the operation log. Although it executes the same state machine code as the application process does, the code is executed on the shadow process’ persistent address space, and so any modifications to memory are reflected in the PM state machine snapshot. However, Persimmon cannot directly execute unmodified application code on PM because it is not failure atomic and allocates DRAM, not PM. Instead, the shadow process turns on dynamic instrumentation to capture memory allocation and writes in order to allocate PM and write to it in a failure-atomic manner.

3.4 Persistent Memory Management

To be able to recover the shadow process after a crash, Persimmon must manage its persistent memory and keep track of its metadata persistently. Persimmon manages the shadow process’s persistent memory at the granularity of PM regions, each of which is contiguous range of persistent virtual memory. A PM region’s content is stored in a file in a direct-access (DAX) file system [59] on persistent memory; the file is mmap’ed into the shadow process’ address space, allowing access to PM. Persimmon uses a persistent region table to manage metadata for PM regions; each element in the table has the form \((addr, size, path)\), denoting a PM region \((addr, addr + size)\) backed by a file located at \textit{path}.

Persimmon keeps the region table in an immutable file in PM. Whenever the region table changes, Persimmon writes the entire updated table to a new file and removes the old. Any PM region files that are “orphaned” after a region table update are garbage-collected after the new region table is written. This mechanism provides failure atomicity for region table updates; although expensive, it is easy to implement and invoked only rarely. Because the table is small, Persimmon keeps a cached copy of it in DRAM.

Every time the shadow state machine allocates or frees memory, Persimmon must translate the operation to allocate or free PM regions instead. Persimmon uses dynamic instrumentation to intercept \texttt{mmap} and \texttt{munmap} system calls, which are typically made by the application’s memory allocator.\footnote{A third memory management system call is \texttt{brk}, which is not supported by our current implementation but can be similarly supported.}

Persimmon’s PM management thus operates underneath the memory allocator and does not constrain the application to use one specific allocator.

Persimmon currently supports \texttt{mmap} calls that allocate anonymous memory with no address requirement / hint or backing file. For a \texttt{mmap} call of this type, Persimmon creates a PM region of the allocated length and transparently maps the PM region to the intended address. We currently don’t distinguish among page protection bits and assume that all allocated pages have all permissions. Persimmon supports \texttt{munmap} calls that free a single PM region or a part thereof, updating the region table before letting the calls through.

4 Crash-Consistent Shadow Execution

Persimmon’s shadow execution uses dynamic instrumentation and undo logging to provide failure atomicity for state machine operations executing arbitrary application code. We chose dynamic binary instrumentation over static compiler instrumentation because application code often calls functions from dynamically linked external libraries (e.g., string functions in libc), which are only available in binary form at runtime. However, dynamic instrumentation comes with higher overhead than static, and a future direction is to improve instrumentation performance by combining static and dynamic instrumentation [96].

4.1 Overview

During shadow execution, Persimmon uses an undo log in PM to record the value at a persistent location before it is overwritten, similar to many prior systems [9, 16, 33, 81, 88, 99]. To support arbitrary application code in the PSM, Persimmon uses memory-level physical logging so that it can roll back an incomplete state machine operation at recovery time by copying back the previous memory values. The undo log is a sequence of entries, which come in two types:

- A \textit{data entry} records the old value at a persistent location.
- A \textit{commit entry} signifies that a state machine operation has finished; it contains a sole field \texttt{new_tail} recording what the operation log’s tail pointer should advance to after the current operation is consumed.

The undo log supports append and clear operations. Each operation blocks until it persists.

In the shadow process, Persimmon instruments every write to a persistent location to append a data entry to the undo log before letting the write through. When a state machine operation completes, we \textit{commit} the operation and remove it from the operation log following these steps:

1. Flush all previous writes and wait for them to persist.
2. Compute the updated tail pointer for the operation log and append a commit entry to the undo log.
3. Remove the operation from the log by advancing the tail pointer as computed.
4. Clear the undo log.

The recovery procedure either finishes committing the operation in progress according to the commit entry if one exists, or rolls it back (§ 5).

Undo logging dominates the shadow state machine’s performance because (1) it could add additional work to every memory write, and (2) an undo log append must wait for persistence to PM, which is slow. Therefore, our design aims to reduce the number of undo log appends and the amount of extra code executed per application memory write.
To achieve these goals, Persimmon logs at the granularity of aligned 32 B data blocks. Writes that straddle blocks will generate multiple undo log entries, and writes smaller than 32 B will result in at least 32 B of data being logged. This strategy is motivated by the observation that if a location has been undo logged, then any subsequent writes to that location need not be logged. By logging in larger blocks, Persimmon takes advantage of spatial locality in memory writes to coalesce logging for adjacent locations. Insisting that all blocks be equal-sized and aligned ensures that blocks never overlap and simplifies the detection of duplicate blocks (§ 4.3).

4.2 Undo Log Layout and Operations

The undo log consists of a persistent array $A$ of fixed-size 64 B elements (which is the cache line size), and the undo log size $n$, which is stored in DRAM only. Our implementation fixes the array’s total size to $2^{20}$ elements (32 MB), which is large enough for our applications. The array $A$ is cache line-aligned, and so are its elements.

An array element either is valid, representing an undo log entry (§ 4.1), or is invalid. We maintain the invariant that $A[0..n−1]$ contains valid elements and $A[n..]$ contains invalid elements, so that $n$ can be inferred from $A$ upon recovery.

Figure 3 shows the layout of an array element. Each element is interpreted based on its type field:

- If type = 0, the element is invalid.
- If type = 1, the element is valid and represents a data entry that records the original value of $[addr, addr + 32B]$. The $addr$ field must be a 32 B-aligned address.
- If type = 2, the element is valid and represents a commit entry with new_tail (§ 4.1).

When appending an entry, we make sure that the type field, which also indicates validity, persists no earlier than the other fields. This does not require using an extra persist barrier—since writes to the same cache line reach PM in program order [19, 84], we simply need to write the type field last.

To clear the log, we set type to zero for elements $A[0..n−1]$ from left to right. If a crash occurs during the clearing, the recovered process will see that $A[0]$ is invalid and will then clear the entire array again.

With this undo log organization, an append requires only one persist barrier (at the end), and consecutive appends write to PM sequentially and avoid repeatedly flushing a single cache line (which is known to incur high latency on Optane persistent memory [12, 92]). Although clearing the log at commit time requires writing to all $n$ entries, it is rare due to the batch commit optimization (§ 4.3) and can be optimized by, e.g., maintaining a persistent commit sequence number.

4.3 Dynamic Binary Instrumentation

Persimmon dynamically instruments memory writes for undo logging. The bulk of the logging logic is implemented in the function $\text{log_write}(addr, sz)$, which rounds up the range $[addr, addr + sz)$ to aligned 32 B blocks and appends an undo log entry for each block. Persimmon, in the shadow process, inserts a call to $\text{log_write}$ before each application instruction that can write to memory. It translates repeat string operations into regular loops to instrument each iteration separately. For conditionally executed instructions, the instrumentation is executed only when the instruction is.

To minimize overhead from dynamic instrumentation and undo logging, Persimmon applies a number of optimizations:

**Skipping the stack.** Persimmon assumes that the application holds no persistent data on the stack. It does not save stack pages to PM, and as a result it does not need to instrument stack operations. Persimmon assumes that any memory operand that is an offset from the stack pointer $%rsp$ points to the stack, and can thus efficiently skip instrumentation for a large number of instructions (notably, all pushes and pops). This assumption about $%rsp$ usage can be validated at runtime by tracking all updates to the register [96], although we have not implemented this validation. The $\text{log_write}$ function also skips writes to locations above $%rsp$ minus 128 B (accounting for the red zone [63]), thereby filtering out any stack operations that do not use an offset from $%rsp$.

**De-duplicating undo log entries.** To avoid logging duplicate data, the $\text{log_write}$ function maintains a hash set in DRAM for the $addr$ field of existing undo log entries, and avoids appending entries whose $addr$ already exists. This hash set must support lookup, insert, and clear operations, and fast lookup is key to making this optimization worthwhile.

Our hash set, closely modeled after the CPython dictionary [23], is implemented as a flat array of $%hdr$’s and resolves collisions with open addressing. The array size is fixed to $2^m$ (where $m = 14$ in our implementation); we use the simple hash function $h(addr) = addr/32$ (since $addr$ is aligned to 32 B); and probing uses a linear recurrence with perturbation [23]. A zero element denotes an empty slot, and the hash set is cleared by zeroing out the entire array. Shadow execution commits once the hash set’s load factor reaches 50% (see the batch commit optimization below); in case the hash set becomes full, the de-duplication optimization is disabled.

With this hash set implementation, lookups that do not encounter collision are extremely fast. This allows us to insert a fast path de-duplication check, which we detail next.

**Fast-path de-duplication check.** Although de-duplication in $\text{log_write}$ avoids redundant logging, the function call before every write is still costly as it requires saving and restoring application registers. We therefore insert a “fast path” check before the function call to filter out easy-to-identify duplicates. For a memory write to address $dest$ of size $sz$, the call to $\text{log_write}$ is skipped if both conditions hold:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>Unused</th>
<th>addr</th>
<th>new_tail</th>
<th>data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 B)</td>
<td>(15 B)</td>
<td>(8 B)</td>
<td>(8 B)</td>
<td>(32 B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One cache line (64 B)

Figure 3: The layout of an undo log element (§ 4.2).
Listing 1: Instrumentation inserted before a memory write of \( sz \) bytes. \%dest and \%tmp are placeholders for any two distinct general-purpose 64-bit registers. The .\hash\_array label refers to the base address for the hash set array.

1  (Reserve registers \%dest and \%tmp)
2  (Compute destination of the write, store in \%dest)
3  (Reserve arithmetic flags)
4
5  # First check: the write is contained in
6  # a single block (not generated if \( sz \)=1).
7  leaq  (\%sz-1)\( \%\)dest, \%tmp
8  xorq \%\)dest, \%tmp
9  cmpq \$31, \%tmp
10  ja .slow\_path
11 # Second check: look in the hash set.
12 movq \%\)dest, \%tmp
13 shrq \$2, \%tmp
14 andl \$131064, \%tmp
15 xorq \%\)dest, \%tmp
16 cmpq \$32, \%tmp
17 jb .skip
18 .slow\_path
19 (Save application registers)
20 (Call log\_write)
21 (Restore application registers)
22
23 .skip
24 (Restore arithmetic flags \%dest and \%tmp)
25

- The write is contained in a single aligned 32 B block, i.e.,
  \[
  \lfloor \text{dest}/32 \rfloor = \lfloor (\text{dest} + \text{sz} - 1)/32 \rfloor
  \]

- The block’s address is found in the hash set on first try (without any probing), i.e., \( H[i] = \text{addr} \) where \( H \) is the hash set array, \( i = \lfloor \text{dest}/32 \rfloor \mod 2^n \) according to the hash function, and \( \text{addr} = \lfloor \text{dest}/32 \rfloor \times 32 \) is the block address.\(^2\)

Any memory write filtered out by the check is guaranteed to be a duplicate, and the check proves effective in our evaluation (§§ 7.2.1 and 7.2.3). Furthermore, as the computation required by the checks only require bit manipulations, the two checks can be implemented in 11 instructions using only two extra registers (one of which stores \%dest and is anyway required). Listing 1 shows the code inserted before a memory write.

**Batch commit.** Persimmon shadow-executes multiple state machine operations before committing, thus avoiding duplicate logging across multiple operations. After executing each operation, Persimmon checks to see if the de-duplication hash set is more than 50% full and if so, commits. We defer more intelligent batch sizing to future work.

**Skipping newly allocated regions.** Writes to a PM region that is newly allocated (i.e., after the most recent commit) do not need to be logged since, in case of a crash, the state machine will be reverted to before the region was allocated. The log\_write function therefore maintains, in DRAM, a list of address ranges for newly allocated regions and searches through the list to skip logging such writes. This optimization is critical for supporting alloc implementations that manually zero out pages allocated with mmap.

## 5 Recovery

To minimize recovery times, recovery in Persimmon is relatively simple. After a crash, the first step is to restore the PM state machine snapshot to a consistent state:

- If the undo log contains a commit record, we set the operation log tail to new\_fail. If an updated region table exists in PM, we switch to it and garbage collect the old region table. This completes the commit.
- If the undo log contains no commit record, we delete and garbage collect the updated region table (if one exists) and copy the old values from the undo log back to their respective locations. This rolls back the operation in progress at the time of the crash.

As a last step, we clear the undo log in both cases.

Starting from the consistent PM snapshot, Persimmon digests any remaining operations in the operation log so that all previously invoked operations are reflected in the snapshot. Replaying the log ensures that Persimmon maintains its guarantee that any invoked operation that returns will not be lost. This up-to-date snapshot is then copied into DRAM for the application process, and the application is restarted. Assuming that the PSM has captured all persistent application state, the application should be back in its pre-crashed state.

## 6 Implementation

We have implemented Persimmon in C++; it targets x86-64 Linux applications written in C or C++. We use CRIU\(^3\) (v3.12) for process checkpointing during background process initialization (§ 3.3). For dynamic instrumentation (§ 4.3), we use DynamoRIO\(^4\) [8], a runtime code manipulation system. Persimmon’s DynamoRIO client is linked into the application along with the DynamoRIO runtime. This setup allows Persimmon to start the application uninstrumented and only begin instrumentation in the background process once it is forked off. To avoid interfering with the application, our instrumentation code takes care not to call into shared libraries (e.g., libc), and instead uses DynamoRIO’s memory allocator and our custom system call wrappers.\(^5\)

## 7 Evaluation

Using our implementation, we demonstrate that Persimmon:

- Requires only a small amount of code modification for distributed in-memory storage systems.
- Achieves low overhead on workloads compared with no persistence for both Linux and kernel-bypass applications.
- Recovery quickly even for large memory sizes.

\(^2\)Note that if no element exists in the hash set with hash value \( h(\text{addr}) \), we have \( H[i] = 0 \) and the check fails as expected (assuming that the application never writes to the block starting at address zero).

\(^3\)Because our DynamoRIO client is linked into the application, it is not loaded by DynamoRIO’s private loader, which would have created a separate copy of each library used by the client.
We performed all of these steps for Redis because it was not well-organized into a state machine, especially because it is written in C, which is not an object-oriented language.

### 7.1 Programming Experience

Although the Persimmon API is simple (Figure 1), porting real applications can require a few extra steps as real-world code bases are not always well-organized into a state machine abstraction, even if the application is processing RPCs. The programmer typically needs to:

1. Add a call to `psm_init()`, passing configuration arguments like the PM file system location.
2. Factor out the state machine initialization code into a single function, separating it from other initialization (e.g., network I/O), so that it can be skipped on recovery.
3. Write a function that serializes a state machine operation for operation logging. One can reuse the application’s existing RPC serialization, but, for better performance, we found it valuable to use a custom format that is cheaper to parse in the shadow process.
4. Write a function that deserializes and executes an operation, to be invoked under instrumentation in Persimmon’s shadow process. This function typically only needs to call the application’s RPC handler using the deserialized operation, but may need to suppress any I/O by the handler (e.g., sending a reply over the network).
5. Insert checks to distinguish read-write operations from read-only ones; such checks likely already exist for applications that support state machine replication. Invoke Persimmon for read-write operations.

We performed all of these steps for Redis because it was not well-organized into a state machine, especially because it is written in C, which is not an object-oriented language. TAPIR, on the other hand, was already designed as a state machine to work with its replication mechanism. Table 2 summarizes the code changes required to port Redis and TAPIR. We discuss each application in detail next.

#### 7.1.1 Porting Redis

To port Redis, we treat each Redis command as a state machine operation and invoke it through Persimmon. To summarize, the changes made were:

1. Persimmon initialization took 6 lines of code (LoC).
2. To factor out the state machine initialization code, we separated out three blocks of code (7 + 7 + 22 lines) responsible for network and domain socket initialization, etc.
3. Redis operation serialization for the state machine took 26 lines of code. The serialization consists of the address of the Redis command’s handler function as well as the command’s arguments.
4. Redis operation deserialization, parsing, and dispatch took 24 lines of code. Since executing Redis commands requires a “client”, we reuse the fake client code from Redis AOF (21 lines), which also suppresses replies.
5. To determine whether an operation is read-only, we reused existing code from Redis’ state machine replication.

In all, Persimmon allowed us to achieve persistence for Redis with roughly 100 lines of code changes. In contrast, Redis’ own persistence implementation (AOF and RDB) consists of roughly 3000 lines of code, including complex logic such as request processing while log compaction is in progress. As another point of comparison, Pmem-Redis [82], a version of Redis that uses persistent memory, contains roughly 30000 new lines of C code over Redis 4.0.0, although we note that Pmem-Redis contains features that are orthogonal to Persimmon (e.g., defragmentation). Xu et al. report that manually porting Redis to persistent memory using PMDK [80] “is not straightforward and requires large engineering effort” [104, § 3.3]. They list five difficulties, which include supporting the many different Redis objects with different encodings, carefully ordering writes to maintain crash consistency, etc. None of the difficulties arose when we ported Redis using Persimmon.

Despite minimal changes, our port is the most feature-complete PM Redis port that we know of. For example, Persimmon-Redis supports complex Redis data structures like sets and hashes while the persistent Redis from WHISPER [73, 98] only supports simple key-value pairs, and Pmem-Redis lacks support for optimized encodings like `intset` and `zipmap`. We also support hash table resizing, which is not supported by P-Redis due to its complexity [104]. Persimmon-Redis supports these features “out of the box”, without requiring additional code for each feature. In addition, Persimmon lets Redis retain jemalloc [47] as its memory allocator, which was carefully chosen by the Redis developers [86].

#### 7.1.2 Porting TAPIR

The TAPIR transactional data store is built on top of the inconsistent replication (IR) protocol. We treat each IR RPC as a state machine operation. In the application, these RPCs

---

As the shadow process is forked from the application process (§ 3.3), the application’s code segment is mapped at the same location in both processes.
are serialized using Protocol Buffers [83], and a naive Persimmon port uses the same serialization for operation logging. Although easy to implement, this strategy causes significant performance degradation as Persimmon has to execute Protocol Buffer parsing under shadow execution, which is slow.

To improve performance, we refactored TAPIR’s IR RPC handlers to take individual RPC fields as arguments, so that they can be called from the shadow process without first constructing protobuf objects. This refactoring involved roughly 50 LoC changes, which were mostly mechanical, and enabled operation logging using a simple custom format (like for Redis). In addition to this refactoring, we did the following:

1. Persimmon initialization took 11 lines of code.
2. To factor out state machine initialization, we moved two code blocks (10 + 4 lines) and modified ~20 LoC to allow creating a RPC handler without a network connection.
3. Operation serialization took 12 lines of code.
4. Operation deserialization and invocation took 17 lines of code, plus an extra 8 lines to suppress replies.
5. We reused application code to detect read-only operations. The overall code change amounts to roughly 140 lines in total.

To recover from replica failures, TAPIR uses a complex in-memory recovery protocol, inspired by VR, which has been proven to be incorrect [69]—under certain failure conditions, TAPIR can lose operations when recovering, causing it to miss updates. Persimmon-TAPIR fixes this problem transparently and lets replicas correctly recover their state on failures.

One of the benefits of TAPIR is that replicas can recover and immediately begin processing transactions. However, without the most up-to-date state, these recovered replicas will degrade performance by serving stale reads and unnecessarily aborting writes. TAPIR particularly suffers from this performance degradation because it needs \(\frac{3}{2}f+1\) to use the single-round trip fast path. For a 3-machine replica group, this number includes all of the participants. As a result, while the recovering replica is able to participate in transactions immediately, without the most up-to-date state, it is only hurting performance. However, Persimmon-TAPIR can significantly reduce this performance degradation by limiting the amount of state that the replica needs to recover.

7.2 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate Persimmon on three 52-core, dual-socket Intel Xeon Platinum 8272 2.6 GHz servers, each with 3 TB of Intel\(^\text{®}\) Optane\(^\text{TM}\) DC Persistent Memory in app direct mode and 768 GB of DRAM. We mount an ext4 file system in DAX mode [59] on the PM. Persimmon’s application and background processes run on two physical cores on a single NUMA socket and use only DRAM, PM, and the NIC on that socket. To supply the client workload, we use a server with a 20-core dual-socket Xeon Silver 4142 2.2 GHz CPU, connected with with Mellanox CX-5 100 Gbps NICs and an Arista 7060CX 100 Gbps top-of-rack switch.

Table 3: Summary of Redis performance on YCSB (Zipfian constant = 0.75, 10% update, median of five runs). The persistence options are volatile (“Vol”), persistent through Persimmon (“PSM”), and persistent through append-only file (“AOF”), with our performance in bold. Shown are median latency at low load and peak throughput. Persimmon incurs, for Linux, negligible latency and throughput overhead and, for kernel bypass, negligible latency overhead and ~5% throughput overhead. Figure 4a shows the full latency vs throughput graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redis Setup</th>
<th>Vol Latency (µs)</th>
<th>Vol Throughput (Kops)</th>
<th>AOF Latency (µs)</th>
<th>AOF Throughput (Kops)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.1 Redis Performance

We use Persimmon to add persistence to two versions of Redis—regular Redis (v4.0.9), which processes requests over TCP using the POSIX API, and a high-performance, kernel-bypass version of Redis that uses the Demikernel’s DPDK library OS [26, 112]. We compare both Persimmon-Redis versions to Redis’s existing persistence mechanisms.

While Redis is an in-memory storage system, persisting Redis is popular enough for it to integrate two mechanisms for saving its state [85]: RDB, a snapshotting mechanism, and AOF, an append-only operation log. Using RDB requires pausing operation processing for a short period while Redis spawns a background process to checkpoint its database. AOF logs every write operation received by the server to a file, similar to Persimmon’s operation logging. However, Redis typically recommends only \(\text{fsync}\)’ing those logged operations periodically to avoid performance overhead [85], so operations can be lost on a crash. AOF must also avoid the operation log growing unboundedly, so it periodically creates an RDB snapshot, letting it truncate the log. This process further degrades performance, so the Redis developers recommend only snapshotting once or twice an hour [85].

In some sense, these mechanisms are orthogonal to Persimmon. They have features that Persimmon does not provide (e.g., compact and platform-independent serialization), but do not provide cheap, general-purpose persistence to in-memory storage systems. Their implementation is specific to Redis, requires significant implementation effort, and, as shown below, can cause large performance degradation.

Experiment setup. We evaluate Redis performance using the YCSB benchmark [21]. We implemented a custom multi-threaded YCSB client, using Shenango [78], which supports both TCP and Demikernel’s UDP-based protocol. Following the official YCSB implementation [111], our client is closed-loop and does not use Redis pipelining, each YCSB record is represented with a Redis hash, and fields are accessed using Redis’ \texttt{HSET}/\texttt{HGET} commands. We load 13 million records: as is YCSB default, each record has 10 fields (i.e., 130 million items in total), and each field has a 100 B value. Our client is-
Figure 4: Redis performance on the YCSB benchmark (median of five runs, Zipfian constant = 0.75).

(a) Latency vs throughput for a 10%-update workload. Persimmon incurs negligible overhead over the Linux baseline, and a roughly 5% overhead to the peak throughput over the kernel-bypass baseline.

(b) Peak throughput vs update percentage. Persimmon throughput stays within 9% of the kernel bypass baseline for up to 40%-update, and within 4% of the Linux baseline for up to 75%-update.

Table 4: Redis recovery time and storage size for the three persistence mechanisms (median of three runs). Persimmon recovers 4.6×–6× faster than AOF and RDB. The discrepancy between the Linux and kernel bypass implementations is likely due to memory allocators differences (jemalloc vs Hoard).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redis Setup</th>
<th>Recovery Time (s)</th>
<th>Storage Size (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSM</td>
<td>AOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peak throughput vs update ratio. Since Persimmon only logs and shadow-executes write operations, its overhead depends on the workload’s update-to-read ratio. Figure 4b shows peak Redis throughput as we vary the workload’s update percentage. Persimmon’s throughput remains within 4% of the baseline for up to 75%-update on Linux (represented by the red and green “◦” lines in the middle of the graph), and within 9% of the baseline for up to 40%-update for kernel bypass (represented by the red and green “○” lines at the top). After these points, the shadow state machine becomes saturated and the throughput drops precipitously. Both versions can easily handle read-heavy workloads, which are common in practice.

Recovery speed and storage size. Table 4 shows Redis’ recovery speed and storage usage under different persistence mechanisms if we kill Redis after loading our YCSB dataset.

Overall, Persimmon offers persistence at a much lower cost than Redis’s own custom persistence mechanism both on Linux and for future kernel-bypass deployments.

Some of the overhead of AOF is likely due to inefficiencies in accessing PM through ext4 and could be reduced using a specialized PM file system like NOVA [104, 105] or SplitFS [48].

Because Persimmon persists application data in its in-memory format, the bulk of its recovery is physically copying PM regions back into DRAM, while AOF and RDB require reloading the database. Consequently, Persimmon recovery is faster by 4.6× (on Linux) to 6.0× (for kernel bypass) and, we believe, can be further optimized by copying PM regions in parallel using multiple cores. However, Persimmon’s space
usage tracks the application’s RAM usage while AOF and RDB can use more compact serialization formats. The discrepancy between Linux and kernel-bypass Redis is most likely because they use different memory allocators (jemalloc vs Hoard), which lead to differing amounts of memory consumption and exhibit different allocation performance.

**Effectiveness of optimizations.** To evaluate Persimmon’s optimizations (§ 4.3), we measure Redis performance under Persimmon after disabling each optimization separately (note that disabling undo log de-duplication also disables the fast-path de-duplication check). Figure 5 shows that no optimization can be removed without degrading performance.

### 7.2.2 TAPIR Performance

As with Redis, we use Persimmon to add persistence to two versions of TAPIR—regular TAPIR, which processes requests over UDP using the POSIX API, and kernel-bypass TAPIR, which uses the Demikernel’s DPDK library OS. We compare each version to the original, non-persistent application.

We evaluate TAPIR performance using the Retwis benchmark [113], a Twitter-like transactional workload, with 10 million keys (where keys and values are 64 B) and a Zipf coefficient of 0.75. On the server side, we configure one shard with three replicas running on separate machines equipped with PM. For clients, we use a multi-process closed-loop load generator that processes RPCs over UDP using the POSIX API; it supports both the regular TAPIR and Demikernel protocols.

Table 5 reports the mean latency and peak throughput for Retwis transactions. Persimmon incurs negligible latency overhead for both the Linux and the kernel-bypass setups. For peak transaction throughput, Persimmon incurs a 5.4% degradation on Linux and a 7.3% degradation for kernel bypass. Note that the TAPIR transaction latency is much higher than the Redis latency from § 7.2.1 because each transaction involves multiple RPCs sent to three replicas; and kernel bypass provides less benefit for TAPIR than for Redis because TAPIR performs more work per RPC and its code base is less heavily optimized. Figure 6 shows the full throughput vs latency plot for this workload (lower and to the right is better). After a crash, Persimmon can recover a replica within 7 s; we were not able to compare to a recovery baseline as TAPIR has not implemented recovery from another replica.

| Table 5: Summary of TAPIR performance on Retwis (Zipf = 0.75, three replicas). The persistence options are volatile and Persimmon (“PSM”), with our performance in bold. Shown are the mean transaction latency at low load (measured using five clients) and peak throughput (with at most 20 clients). Persimmon incurs negligible latency overhead and a 5%–8% throughput overhead. Figure 6 shows the full latency vs throughput graph. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| TAPIR Server    | Latency (µs)    | Throughput (txn/s) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Persistent      | Volatile        | PSM             | Volatile        | PSM             |
| Linux           | 342             | 338             | 37 K            | 35 K            |
| Bypass          | 310             | 309             | 41 K            | 38 K            |

We excluded the optimization that skips newly allocated regions because no new regions are allocated during these experiments (since our workload only overwrites existing keys). However, this optimization helps tremendously when loading the initial YCSB database.
blocks sequentially to accessing a single block 1024 times. When memory accesses are concentrated on few locations, de-duplication can deliver up to $13 \times$ throughput increase, and the fast-path check, an additional $5 \times$. These optimizations incur no discernible overhead when there is no duplication.

In Figure 7b, we disable the optimization that skips stack accesses and direct a percentage of memory accesses to an array allocated on the stack. As expected, this optimization is most effective when state machine operations frequently access the stack, which we assume to be not persistent.

In Figure 7c, we enable the batch commit optimization with fixed batch sizes of 4 or 8 operations, and vary the percentage of overlap between blocks accessed by consecutive operations. Batch commit is most effective when it can group together many operations that access common memory locations.

8 Related Work

PM frameworks. Because PM’s low level interface (load, store, flush) can be hard to use, prior works have proposed PM frameworks that provide higher-level APIs [9, 16, 18, 22, 31–33, 41, 42, 44, 50, 60, 65, 67, 81, 88, 95, 99, 102, 114]. Such a framework typically requires the programmer to (1) explicitly declare persistent data (e.g., by using a special malloc), (2) delineate failure-atomic regions using begin/end annotations, and (3) annotate operations that modify persistent data. The framework can then provide durability and failure atomicity by executing extra logic for each persistent operation, e.g., to log the operation and flush any modified persistent locations. Some of these frameworks reduce the programming burden by, e.g., inferring failure-atomic regions from existing synchronization points [9, 33, 41, 45, 60, 102], and by automatically interposing on persistent operations using language features [22, 95], static compiler instrumentation [9, 32, 33, 42, 102], or runtime methods [41, 88, 102].

Using these frameworks comes with two difficulties. First, despite their high-level APIs, porting an application using these frameworks can still be labor-intensive [66, 104] and bug-prone [61, 62]; we elaborate on the porting experience later in this section. Second, PM accesses and failure atomicity mechanisms on the critical path can impose significant performance overhead, especially for frameworks that implement automatic interposition. For example, microbenchmarks by Hsu et al. [41, § 5.6] show a $5 \times$–$25 \times$ slowdown for NVthreads and a $70 \times$–$200 \times$ slowdown for Mnemosyne and Atlas on memory accesses. While such overhead might be acceptable for I/O-bound applications, it can significantly slow down high-performance data stores with fast I/O.

Persimmon alleviates both difficulties. On the programming effort side, Persimmon does not require manually annotating of every persistent allocation; it simply persists all state encapsulated by the state machine. We are not aware of any other framework of its kind that provides this feature.7 Furthermore, by taking a full-process approach to persisting the shadow process machine, Persimmon rules out referential integrity bugs [16] (e.g., arising from PM-to-DRAM pointers) and relocation issues (where a persistent region is mapped to a different address after recovery).

For performance, Persimmon keeps the critical path execution as close to the original application as possible. As far as we know, Persimmon is the only system that can transparently retain the application’s memory allocator (rather than swap in a special PM allocator), thus preserving its memory layout.8 It also pushes all PM accesses (besides operation logging) and instrumentation into the background; this requires an extra CPU core, but minimizes overhead on the critical path.

Finally, Persimmon is the first system to use dynamic binary instrumentation to provide failure atomicity on PM. This allows application code to call into libraries that are dynamically linked or whose source is not available (§ 4).

Porting data structures to PM. Despite the high-level APIs provided by the PM frameworks, porting existing

7Except AutoPersist [88], a Java PM framework that only requires marking a “durable root” object from which all persistent state can be reached. However, it exploits properties of Java / the JVM and cannot be easily extended to support C/C++ applications.
8Romulus [22] can be used with any memory allocator but requires manual modification to the allocator code.
data structures to PM remains challenging. For example, Marathe et al. called their experience porting memcached “surprisingly non-trivial” [66], and Xu et al. reported five difficulties in porting Redis’ hash table using PMDK, e.g., supporting Redis’ many object encodings and having to order persistent writes carefully [104, §3.3]. With the high manual effort, bugs are likely to appear in PM code even when using high-level PM frameworks [61, 62]. In contrast, Persimmon requires minimal code changes to port an application (§ 7.1); in particular, we encountered none of the five difficulties identified by Xu et al. as we ported Redis using Persimmon.

Other works have noted that certain classes of data structures are easier to convert to PM and proposed techniques accordingly. For example, RECIPE [57] observes that concurrent indexes that implement helping and non-blocking reads are “inherently crash-consistent”; MOD [39] notes that purely functional data structures can be easily made failure-atomic through copy-on-write; and Friedman et al. [30] automatically transform a special class of lock-free data structures to be persistent by exploiting the traversal phase in these data structures’ operations. Persimmon makes no such assumptions on the application’s data structures.

Like Persimmon, Pronto [68] relies on state machine-like assumptions on the data structure—that it is encapsulated and has deterministic operations. This enables Pronto to implement persistence using semantic logging and periodic snapshots. In contrast, Persimmon allows porting an entire application, rather than a single data structure, and maintains low latency even for large data sizes as it avoids the periodic stalls from the synchronous phase of snapshotting.

PM data structures / stores. Many prior works have re-designed in-memory data structures to be durable in PM. These include both tree-based [1, 10, 11, 14, 17, 44, 53, 56, 93, 97, 109] and hash-based structures [13, 25, 74, 87, 116–118]. There have also been hybrid designs that combine PM with DRAM [12, 43, 77, 100, 110] and/or with SSD [49, 51, 110]. To achieve high performance, these data structures often use data layouts and operations specifically optimized for PM.

In contrast, Persimmon is not one data structure/store; rather, it allows porting an in-memory storage system to be persistent on PM. Although a Persimmon-transformed system might not achieve resource utilization on par with hand-crafted PM data stores, Persimmon is more general and can deliver good performance on real-life workloads.

Persimmon’s design is similar to that of Bullet [43], a persistent key-value store that serves requests from a “front-end cache” in DRAM, records operations in persistent logs, and uses background threads to apply logged operations to a persistent hash table. While Bullet only supports a limited set of operations, Persimmon generalizes the design to support general application-level operations. A future direction is to incorporate Bullet’s cross-referencing logs into Persimmon to better support multi-core applications.

PM-aware file systems. A natural way of using PM is to view it as a fast storage device and incorporate it into the storage stack. Many file systems have been designed to effectively exploit the high performance of PM [15, 20, 27–29, 48, 50, 55, 64, 94, 101, 105–107, 115]. These PM-aware file systems can transparently speed up durable applications that perform I/O using the file system interface, but do not directly apply to in-memory applications that do not use the file system.

Logging for crash consistency. Logging has been used to implement crash consistency in many contexts outside of PM, e.g., in database management systems [4, 5, 34–37, 54, 70] and journaling file systems [6, 38, 89–91]. Persimmon’s logging mechanisms are conceptually similar, with a key difference being that we perform undo logging on application-supplied state machine operations (in x86-64) as opposed to SQL transactions or file system operations.

9 Conclusion

Persistent memory (PM) offers a promising solution to providing crash recovery to in-memory storage systems. However, manually porting applications to PM remains challenging. Persimmon leverages PM to provide persistence to existing in-memory storage systems while maintaining high performance and requiring minimal code changes. We use Persimmon to add persistence to Redis and TAPIR with ease while incurring minimal performance overhead on common workloads.
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